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In India the craft of traditional fabric production 
has existed since the 12th century. Delicate, 
intricate skills involving hand crafted fabrics 
embellished with stunning designs of 
embroidery pass from generation to generation 
with passion and pride.

But this fascinating way of earning a living is fast being 
decimated. Over the last 30 years, the shift has moved away 
from traditional methods in favour of fast, factory-produced 
merchandise (mass production). The consumer push for ‘fast 
and cheap’ clothing has a nasty backlash.

Block printers and weavers throughout India are suddenly out 
of work. With no other skills or education to fall back on, many 
have been forced into poverty. The fortunate find menial jobs 
to support their families, but the once sought-after skills of the 
artisan are being tragically lost.

“What needs to be understood is that these people have had 
their entire lives ripped out from underneath them,” explains 
Yvonne Johnston, a member of Fairtrade Australia and a vocal 
advocate for the Artisans of India, “Their skill is unique and 
utterly beautiful, tossed aside for machines that can’t begin to 
weave into garments the love and humanity these people pour 
into their work.”

Shocked by the fate of India’s artisans coupled with a growing 
disgust at the fashion world’s exploitation of ‘unseen’ workers 
worldwide and the consumer’s creed ‘more for less’, Yvonne, 
a stay at home mum works to be a voice for these people.  
“Awareness that they exist and what they can accomplish is of 
significant importance.” Yvonne does this through Aware…The 
Social Design Project.

Aware…  was started as a hobby designed to educate the 
consumer.  It is now a member of Fairtrade Australia and New 
Zealand and offers educating talks and market stalls providing 
information, fashion and accessories that will inspire the 
consumer to reconsider what is valuable. And what is valuable? 
“The value of something is more than the dollar amount tagged 
to it,” Yvonne explains.

“Linked to every product is a human, who has the right to 
fairness, as much as you or I. Our merchandise is an educational 
tool driving an important message to consumers and the 
fashion industry alike: Consider fair trade. Show humanity the 
compassion it deserves.”

Aware… is leading the way, ensuring merchandise is created 
following the principles of fair trade; fair wages, environmentally 
fair, and a fair opportunity to provide a chance for a quality of life 
for those most in need. All products (from fabric to beads) are 
sourced with this in mind. 

The value of this collection is that if offers a solution to 
humanitarian issues, celebrates cultural differences and seeks to 
protect generations of passed down knowledge in artisan skills, 
such as hand block printed, hand loomed fabrics and hand 
embroidery. Whether you buy from a market stall or over the 
internet, it’s a wonderful way to help another human being.

This collection isn’t just beautiful designs; it is about creating 
beautiful social redesign. n

fair&aware

For more information about fair trade and Aware… 

Visit:  www.awarethesocialdesignproject.com.au
www.fairtrade.com.au

Scan these codes (right) with your smartphone or 
web-capable device.
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Top Left: 
Iconic	Cocktail	in	Red. 
100% cotton hand loomed fabric. Hand 
embroidered detailing at waist. Invisible zip and 
halter back. Lining in black to create a peek-a-
boo effect.

Main: 
Iconic	Dreams.	
Teal, Hand embroidered detailing on pockets. 
Belt is made from Hand loomed cotton. 
Jewellery: Bracelet made by Masai women, 
Africa. Necklace made in Chile using up cycled 
fishing nets.

Left: 
Iconic	Samba	in	Green.	
100% cotton hand loomed fabric. Hand 
embroidered detailing at waist. Invisible zip and 
halter back. Lining in black to create a peek-a-
boo effect.
Jewellery: Necklace made in Chile using up 
cycled fishing nets. 
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“The value of 
something is 

more than the 
dollar amount 
tagged to it.”

- Yvonne Johnston

Iconic	Cocktail	in	Hand	Block	Print.
100% cotton hand loomed fabric. Hand block 
printed. Invisible zip and halter back. Lining in a 
lighter navy blue to create a peek-a-boo effect.
Jewellery: Spiral bracelet made from handmade 
glass, timber and seed beads - fairly traded 
from India.

Iconic	Woman	in	Green.
100% cotton hand loomed fabric. Hand 
embroidered detailing at the front hem. Sleeves 
can be worn of the shoulder.

head	band
Fashion: Aware...The social design project. 
“A-wear Iconic” collection.
Made from up-cycled saris - fairly traded from 
India.

Iconic	Dreams. 
Teal, Hand embroidered detailing on pockets. 
Belt is made from Hand loomed cotton.
Jewellery: Bracelet made by Masai women, 
Africa. Necklace made in Chile using up cycled 
fishing nets. 

Iconic Cocktail in Red. 100% cotton hand 
loomed fabric. Hand embroidered detailing at 
waist. Invisible zip and halter back. Lining in 
black to create a peek-a-boo effect.

Al  Items fron  Aware...The social design project. 
“A-wear Iconic” collection.

More info: Yvonne Johnston on 0422 238 611
Web:www.awarethesocialdesignproject.com.au
Email: aware.sdproject@yahoo.com.au

Iconic	Samba	in	Green.	
100% cotton hand loomed fabric. Hand 
embroidered detailing at waist. Invisible zip and 
halter back. Lining in black to create a peek-a-
boo effect.
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